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Abstract:

Adverse selection induces economic limits to market substitution. If quality uncer-
tainty persists in both internet and traditional marketplaces, a second-best equilibrium
with parallel market segments may arise. Positive trade in parallel segments implies
that the information cost advantage of one marketplace is exactly offset by a more
severe adverse selection problem associated with non-observable quality variables. The
electronic marketplace providing dominant search means contains all segments, while
the traditional market may lack some segments. These missing segments are charac-
terized by low quality expectations given the vector of advertised quality signals. The
analytic results are confirmed by an empirical investigation of used-car trade. Thus,
the study also provides an estimate of the price differential between the electronic and
the traditional marketplace.
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1 Introduction

Following Barua, et al. (1999), OECD (1999a), and Mesenbourg (1999), defining and

measuring the economically relevant impacts of internet activities remains an open is-

sue. In particular, this is seen to apply to the development of "e-commerce". There

exist various measures of business-to-business and business-to-consumer trade in com-

mon goods and services. However, according to all recent policy reports - such as US

Department of Commerce (1999), OECD (1997; 1999b, ch. 1), and the Gemini (1999)

study initiated by the European Commission, for instance - the respective social prod-

uct contributions must currently be viewed as insignificant. Hence, estimates of the

percentage of internet mediated sales in total retailing value range between less than

1 % [US Department of Commerce (1999)] and less than 0.5 % [OECD (1999b, p. 27)

for seven countries]. Moreover, Gemini (1999, p.l) expects the impact of such internet

activities on the European economies' domestic products and labor markets to remain

" relatively small" for the next five years.

Policy reports therefore rather emphasize the extreme growth rates realized in this

sector. Furthermore, the studies generally agree in predicting significant spill-over ef-

fects fostering general economic growth. OECD (1999b) thus expects the value of

e-commerce activities to grow from $ 26 billion in 1997 to $ 330 billion in 2001-02 and

$ 1 trillion in 2003-05. Most recent figures by Internet Economy Indicators (1999) -

a detailed description of which can again be found in Barua, et al (1999) - estimate

that commercial internet revenues experienced 127 % growth between 1998 and 1999.

They already account for 26 % of the $ 116.832 billion total revenue generated in the

so-called "internet economy". The respective 78 % employment growth in e-commerce

also well exceeds the 46 % industry average. In 1999, 900,882 employees in commercial

internet firms constituted 39 % of total internet related employment. This compares

to 28 % employed in structuring and maintaining the technical infrastructure, 24 %

in internet software design and consultancy, and 19 % in the provision of interme-

diation services such as search engines, electronic brokerage, and auctioning. Thus,

e-commerce will "expand existing markets and even create new ones" [US Department

of Commerce (1999, p. 10)]. At the same time, it "can significantly influence existing

market activities" [OECD (1997, p.'44)]. In particular, the "the longer-term viability

of firms [...] vnll be determined by the strategies they choose to pursue [Gemini (1999,

P- 1)1-



However, the internet economy has only begun to attract the attention of the eco-
nomics discipline. Also, the existing literature almost exclusively focuses on the specific
aspects of internet technologies, services, and products. The contributions collected in
Kahin and Keller (1995) and McKnight and Baily (1997) thus discuss the volume and
structure of internet communication, problems of congestion pricing, tariffs for internet
services, and the distribution of internet access over the population. Even marketing
studies - unambiguously market and strategy oriented - are currently entirely confined
to investigating the impacts of internet technology on consumer and supplier behav-
ior. The pace and unpredictability of technological change then either precludes the
possibility of projecting future developments as in Peterson, et al. (1997), or inspires
conceptual ideas concerning the design of the future net environment in Hoffman and
Novak (1996). Hence, despite the obvious business and public interest, analyses of the
interdependencies between traditional and new internet markets are generally lacking.

Clearly, internet technology and services alter the search behavior of potential buy-
ers. Thus, Hoque and Lohse (1999) demonstrate that successful consumer search im-
plies different strategies and costs in traditional and internet "yellow pages". Moreover,
policy reports [US Department of Commerce (1999, p. 10-12), Gemini (1999, p.13, 17-
18), OECD. (1997, p. 6; 1999b, ch. 2)], economic analysis [Zerdick, et al. (1999,
p. 146-154), Choi, et al. (1997, Ch. 7)], and marketing studies [Alba, et al.(1997)]
agree that internet technology reduces search costs. Suppliers, internet operators, and
specialized service firms invest significantly in the provision of efficient search means.
Software programs which operate as agents of the consumers scan all available infor-
mation concerning prices and quality attributes of internet offers. Such "shopbots"
- analyzed by Kephart and Greenwald (1999), Greenwald and Kephart (1999), and
Greenwald, et al. (1999) - increase the price elasticity of demand. Further, in addition
to the "globalization" effect, competition among firms is also enhanced by new "non-
industry" entrants [OECD (1999b, p. 80-82)]. Consequently, internet trade should
increase consumer surplus [Bakos (1997)].

This obviously raises the question whether traditional markets may remain viable
at all. Given the technological development, respective approaches emphasizing the
transaction costs of entering internet .and traditional markets appear myopic. How-
ever, the existing internet economics literature also provides some hints concerning the
possible longer-term limits of market substitution. Hence, Greenwald and Kephart
(1999) and Greenwald, et al. (1999) already investigate the strategic interaction of



"shopbot" consumer and "pricebot" supplier agents in internet markets. The latter
employ price-setting algorithms responding to the "shopbot" queries. Further, regula-
tors worldwide - as summarized in US Department of Commerce (1999), Gemini (1999)
and OECD (1997) - currently attempt to achieve a balance between supporting the de-
velopment of the internet economy and consumer protection. They express significant
concerns associated with the security and privacy of e-commerce transactions, as well
as domain name identification and quality standards for sellers. Finallly, Choi, et al.
(1997, ch. 8) and Kalakota and Whinston (1999) emphasize that successful internet
marketing necessarily requires increased differentiation of suppliers and products. In
particular, firms must pick an appropriate mix of market segments.

In summary, these arguments suggest that e-commerce provides dominant search
means as far as standardized product and price information is concerned [Bakos (1997)].
However, given the sellers' or product characteristics such standardization may not be
possible. Zerdick, et al. (1999, p. 159-160) and Choi, et al. (1997, ch. 5) point out
that the usual adverse selection problem is reinforced by network economies. Further,
the information provided by suppliers pursuing a differentiation strategy - as illustrated
by Choi, et al. (1997, ch. 6) - obviously rather deters the possibilities of comparing
offers. Hence, some information cannot, or will not be communicated verifiably. The
analysis of market substitution and interaction must therefore explicitly distinguish
product or agent information which can be gathered more efficiently via the internet
from quality signals which remain private information.

Choi, et al. (1997, p. 169) therefore conclude that the future of the internet "may
depend on how non-technological but fundamentally economic issues as the lemons prob-
lem are solved". Bakos' (1997) analysis of electronic marketplaces already demonstrates
that lower search costs may restore, or improve equilbrium trade which is subject to
quality uncertainty. However, the current model specifically addresses the issue of
market substitution. It demonstrates that, if adverse selection cannot be eliminated
completely, internet and traditional markets may co-exist. The analysis draws on stan-
dard adverse selection theory. However, it also introduces a risk reducing, but not
eliminating linear learning process. The costs of gathering informative quality signals
then vary between marketplaces. Nevertheless, an equilibrium with parallel markets
or market segments may exist, if the migration of sellers reduces the adverse selection
problem in the market characterized by higher information costs. While the migration
process between markets - hence, the evolutory dynamics - cannot be modelled, the



equilibrium is robust with regard to both seller and buyer incentives. The analysis thus
also contrasts with approaches exclusively emphasizing the dynamic aspects of internet
market emergence.

Obviously, the formal model combines well-known pieces of economic theory. Nev-
ertheless, the empirical application to trade in used-cars pursued in section 3 does not
only reflect an interest in testing Akerlof's (1970) seminal work on the "lemon market".
The quality of a used car is determined by investments of both original manufacturers
and current owners in technical reliability. However, the maintenance effort of the
latter'remains private information. In addition, the typical spot-market characteris-
tics preclude formal warranty or "money back" agreements as discussed in Choi, et al.
(1997, Ch. 4). Hence, in many respects the used-car market - although predominantly
involving consumer-to-consumer-trade - provides a prime example for investigating the
impact of private seller information on retailing in experience goods. E-commerce
activities then only provide an alternative means of exchange [Bakos (1997), Keeney
(1999)]. Furthermore, internet trade is already well-developed in both the classified
ads and automotive businesses. According to the US Department of Commerce (1999,
p. 10), Gemini (1999, p. 21), and OECD (1999b, p. 44, 48), this implies a significant
degree of market substitution. As a by-product, classified ads for used cars therefore
allow to compile data for empirical analysis.

2 A model framework

2.1 Quality and information structure

Given the empirical application t̂o follow, the analytical discussion will be framed
within the terms of the used car market. The quality of a used car reflects the value
of transportation services minus repair and maintenance costs incurred by its future
owner. Formally, let qg denote the quality of a car in the possession of current owner
I. Then,

qe = q(a, y) + pe + e (1)

where q(a, y) captures the quality effects which are associated with car-type and
@£ reflects the maintenance effort and ability of its current owner.

More precisely, a. constitutes a deterministic vector of car characteristics. This
list includes brand name and model type, horse-power, size of engine, but - where



applicable - also the accessory units such as air-conditioning, sun-roof, etc. The vector
y then contains signals concerning the car's current state of attrition which are related
to the original manufacturer's investments in protection against the average wear and
tear. Given the present application, age, mileage, and mileage per year since first
licensing constitute typical y-entries - the latter easily calculated from the first two
entries. While high age and mileage are certainly "bad news" as far as expectations
about future reliability and repair costs are concerned, the third is usually considered
to be positively correlated with qg. High realizations of mileage per year indicate less
time spent in the stop-and-go-traffic of cities and more freeway driving.

There further exists an owner-determined quality effect associated with the indi-
vidual decisions to invest in car maintenance. In accordance with Akerlof (1970), /3e

constitutes perfectly private information of the current owner. In fact, this variable
captures all owner-determined quality enhancing activities which cannot be communi-
cated verifiably to potential buyers. Also, @e is assumed to be independent of {a,y).
Thus, potential buyers believe that owner-determined quality constitutes the realiza-
tion of a random variable (3 which is distributed according to H((3) over the population
of current owners. Following Akerlof's (1970) original study and common textbook ex-
amples - i.e., Milgrom and Roberts (1992, p. 149-155) and Campbell (1995, p. 184-186)
- on adverse selection models, H{f3) is taken to be uniform with /? € [0,/?H].

Finally, s denotes a random variable reflecting the stochastic nature of the impacts
of both the original manufacturer's and the current owner's investments on realized
car quality. For simplicity e ~ N(0,cr2). The information concerning a and y is
communicated via the advertisement placed by owners. In this respect, the used car
market found in the classified ad sections of newspapers, but also in the internet has
established a market standard. All elements of a and y can be easily verified on eye-
sight inspectation by a potential buyer. Thus, the analysis excludes the possibility "of
fraudulent offers associated with deliberate manipulations of the speedometer or title
documents by the current owner.

However, there also exists a second set of signals concerning qg. Hence, motorist
clubs and automobile magazines perform endurance and comparative driving tests.
They may also provide information concerning typical repairs and statistical informa-
tion on repair frequency and average repair costs. Similar information may be available
from the original manufacturer, or still other sources. In the following, let Ig denote the
cardinality of the vector z\ containing such additional signals concerning q\ which are



known to the current owner. For simplicity, zo
t is assumed to constitute a "complete"

signal vector. Current owners have collected all test and other available information
concerning the car which has been in their possession over the past years. This implies
Zg = z° for all owners i. It then further appears plausible that / = I(a,y). Obviously,
more test, endurance, and repair statistics are collected and published as the car ages.
Also, certain brands may receive more public attention than others.

Every element zitg, i = 1,..., I(a, y), is taken to satisfy

, Zijt = qg + r)i (2)

where % is normally distributed with expected value zero and identical variance £2,
for all i = 1, ...,I(a,y). Furthermore, cov^^n^ = 0, for all j ^ i, and cov{e,ni) = 0,
for all i = l,...,I(a,y).

Kirby (1993) has already introduced linear Bayesian learning in order to model mar-
ket processes of merging and separating information pools consisting of signal vectors.
Within the current framework this approach allows to distinguish potential buyers' and
sellers' expectations concerning product quality. Hence, following De Groot (1970), qc

is then distributed normally with expected value

E[qg\z°}=q(a,y)+/3g (3)

and variance

Var[qg\r] = £ + ^ J " 1 ' (4)

from the point of view of a current owner.
In contrast, potential buyers 'must engage in costly information gathering activi-

ties in order to obtain a signal vector zb
m(c\,y) of cardinality Jm(a,y) = |^(a,f/) | .

The information costs are assumed to be given Cm(a,y) = CmJ^a,^). Subscript m,
m = {iV, M}, identifies the specific market in which these research activities take place
- the internet or the traditional print media classified ad market, respectively. Sig-
nals are thus generally perceived as single information units which can be gathered at
constant unit costs. Potential buyers must either actively engage in market research
or receive the information via communication with current owners prior to purchasing
the car. The unit costs of information gathering assumed to be independent depend of
whether signals are obtained by own research or communication. Yet, the two market



places differ with respect to the distribution of these costs between the two parties.
Thus, 7m, TO = {N, M}, denotes the share of total information costs incurred directly
by the potential buyers. Intuitively, /ymCm(a,y) then reflects the costs of market re-
search by potential buyers, while (1 — 7m)Cm(o;, y) can be associated with the costs
of communicating signals which are incurred by current owners. This interpretation
appears particularly plausible, since current owners must ensure that information is
communicated verifiably to potential buyers.

According to Bakos (1997), lower search costs in the electronic marketplaces are
mainly associated with gathering price information. The argument is not extended to
non-standardized products, or seller information, however. Thus, consider a potential
buyer responding to ads in the traditional print media market. Researching on its own
the individual will have to scan all relevant publications by motor clubs, manufacturers,
etc. Very likely, he will also have to purchase single issues of magazines or test reports.
On the other hand, internet shopping implies that - given an initial fixed fee and variable
costs which are only related to the duration of the research activities - additional
signals can be obtained using the net itself. Providers also supply search machines
or "shopbots" for assistance. Yet, the verification costs associated with electronic
communication are commonly regarded as relatively high. The internet provides a
larger signal pool at the expense of allowing offers into the market without exercising
significant filtering. These arguments justify the following assumptions: First, CN < Cu
captures the general information cost advantage of internet shopping. At the same time,
IN > 1M reflects the less severe verification problem in communicating information
associated with the traditional print media market environment. Thus, potential buyers
in the internet engage in more market research on their own.

Clearly, rational buyers engaging in market research will ensure not to collect sig-
nals twice. Merely for illustrative reasons suppose that current owners were able to
communicate their type (3e as well. Then, if a potential buyer in market TO has received
the signal vector z^(a, y) consisting of Jm(a, y) signals, E[qg\zb

m{a, y)) = q(a, y) + f3e =

E[qt\z°\. However, the variance equals

Var[qe\z
b
m(a,y)} = [± + ^ i i ^ - i , m = {N:M} (5)

Obviously, Jm(a,y) < I(a,y) therefore implies that potential buyers are less in-
formed about the technical quality than current owners - even ignoring the owners'
private information concerning their investments in car maintenance. The possible



information gap defined by (4) and (5) thus induces an additional risk differential con-
cerning technical reliabilty. Finally, despite the fact that potential buyers actually
collect discrete signals, (5) is taken to be differentiable in Jm throughout the following
analysis.

Note that - as far as the respective stochastic impacts on a used car's quality
are concerned - the original manufacturer's and the current owner's investments in
reliability are simply additive. Yet, potential buyers actually face two distinct sources
of informational deficits relative to current owners. First, different sets of additional
informative signals induce differences in the precision of forecasting the car's future
value. Potential buyers are able to reduce this information gap by gathering costly,
but informative signals, however. The second informational asymmetry arises due to
the fact that owner-type information cannot be communicated verifiably at all.

2.2 Expected utility and information gathering

The typical classified ad placed by current owners in the used car market contains
the general car description (a, y) and a price for which the owner is willing to sell.
Although adjusting to equilibrium different (a, y)-cax owners may advertise various
prices, the analysis can be more easily followed by considering only equilibrium ads
Am{&,y) = [Pm(&,y),a,y] in market TO. In the following, the advertised characteris-
tics (a, y) will then be said to define segments of market TO. The empirical analysis
cannot distinguish between prices contained in advertisements and the terms of actual
exchanges. Consistency thus requires that the theoretical model to be developed entails
trade triggered by the prices quoted in the advertisements.

The instantaneous preference^ of all individuals meeting in both markets will be
assumed to be characterized by identical exponential utility functions with constant
degree of absolute risk aversion r > 0. Hence, focussing on the (a, y)-segment of market
TO, an owner of type /3£ will advertise his car, if

-Vs(a,y)exp{-rPe} < -exp{-r[Pm(a,y) - (l-ym)Cm(a,y)]} (6)

where - exploiting the assumptions-above -

Vs(a,y) =exp{-r
1 ( \ Tt- --NN"1

~ 2 r { ^ + } (7)



The LHS of (6) contains the expected utihty of retaining the car, while the certain

utility derived from the net reward of a sale is given on the RHS. Obviously, (6) - (7)

determines a maximum owner-determined car quality offered, given the equilibrium

price and the cardinahty of the information vector communicated in the (a, y)-segment

of market TO. In particular, only owners characterized by (3e < Bm(a, y), where

Bm{a,y) = Pm{a,y)-(l--ym)Cm(a,y)-q{a,y) (8)

+IJPY
are willing to offer their cars for sale.

Potential buyers must incur the cost of market research. Thus, if purchasing a car

in the (a, y)-segment of market TO, a buyers's expected utihty is given by

Bm(a,y)

Um(a,y) = -t£(fi,y) J exV{-rP}[Bm(a,y) - bm(a,y)}-ld0 (10)

where

^ r[e + q{cc,y)-Pm{a,y-)-lmCm{a,y) (11)

As in Akerlof's (1970) original work, 6 > 0 induces the possibility of Pareto-

improving exchange upon every random match of current owners and potential buyers,

if both parties possessed identical information. It reflects the higher urgency of need

associated with the non-owner status of an individual. Else, (10) differs from the

conventional adverse selection model only in allowing for the possibility that some "poor

quality"-owners - characterised by @e < bm(a,y) - may be absent in this particular

segment of market TO.

Focussing on (11), efficient information gathering in market TO obviously implies

1 JL(c\,v^~2

2 " C2c j (12)

where J^(a,y) denotes the optimal activity level. In the following, it will be as-

sumed that (12) implies an interior solution J^(a,y) = J^ < I(a,y) for all segments



(a, y) in both market environments TO = {N, M}. Furthermore, irrespective of the par-

ticular means of information gathering - e.g., whether more signals are communicated

or obtained by market research of potential buyers - the respective activity levels are

always efficient relative to the particular market costs. This solution would obviously

always be implemented by optimal market research decisions of potential buyers, if the

number of signals actually communicated by current owners in each market does not

exceed J^.

Thus, let U^(a, y) denote the expected utility of a buyer in segment (a, y) of market

TO given the efficient information gathering activity levels. The alternative for potential

buyers always consists of not purchasing a car at all. Hence, if an (a, y)-segment

attracts potential buyers in market TO,

U*m{a,y) >-I (13)

must constitute a necessary condition.

2.3 Equilibrium with parallel market segments

Consider the internet market N first. If only this market exists, it is clear that

bN(a,y) = 0. Given no possibility to sell in a different market, the gains of enter-

ing the used car market decrease with j3£ - "low quality" owners benefit most from

adverse selection. Provided that the segment (a, y) attracts potential buyers, (8) can

then be rearranged to insert for PN(a,y) into (11). This yields

U*N(a,y) = -Vft(a,y) / exp{-rp}[BN(a,y)}-'df3 (14)
Jo

4

with

V%(a,y) = exp{-r[6-BN(a,y)-cNJ*N (15)

The second line of (15) should be observed to contain the risk differential asso-

ciated with the information gap between current owners and potential buyers. It is

easily verfied that (14) is monotonically decreasing in BN(a>,y). The attracting of

higher quality owners must be achieved by offering higher prices, which will always be

attractive for low quality owners as well. Consequently, the adverse selection problem

10



for buyers will become more severe when the top quality offered in the market increases.

Clearly, BN(a,y) > 0 also requires that 8 is sufficiently large in order to compensate

the information gap between owners and buyers with regard to technical uncertainty.

Suppose that the internet market involves active trade in more than one (a,y)-

segment. In competitive equilibrium, (13) must then hold with equality for all such

segments. This defines equlibrium values BN{&, y) for all segments which entail positive

trade. However, differentiating (14) reveals that dBN(a,y)/dI(a,y) < 0. When the

information gap between current owners and potential buyers widens, prices and, thus,

the top owner-determined car quality offered in the market segement must decrease.

For a given value of 9, this implies that equilibrium prices pN(a,y) > 0 inducing

BN(Q>, y) > 0 may not exist for all market segments (a,y). Trade will not occur in

segments characterized by a large maximum number of available quality signals I(a,y).

In such cases, the informational gap between car owners and potential buyers prevents

bilateral beneficial trade in such cars.

Next, consider only (a, y)-segments involving positive trade in the internet. Assume

that there exists a parallel market based on the traditional classified ads in print media.

Then, if trade occurs in the (a, y)-segment of this market, the following must clearly

hold:

P x r [ f \ 7 / 1 — I I —• / * V , , l / ' v : / - m i - ~~ / " " a /r I C \ 1 / 1 — I 1 — / V * * \ f i i / r l r I 1 n I

In order to ensure positive supplies in both markets, the net rewards associated with

a sale must be identical. Else, one of the two markets will attract all current owners

in this segment. Inserting (16) into (8) then yields BN(a,y) = BM(&,y) = B(a,y).

Identical rewards obviously imply an identical top-quality owner-type offering his cars.

Utilizing this result and inserting from (8) in (10) thus yields

rB(a,y)
U^a^y) = — VM(a,y) / exp{—rp}[B(a,y) — 6^(0;, V)]~1dP (17)

with

VM(a,y) = exp{-r[e-B(a,y)-cMJ*M (18)

Again, the risk differential in the second line of (18) is associated with the infor-

mation gap between owners and buyers. It is easily verified that (17) is monotonically

11



increasing in bM{a,y)- While (16) ensures that current owners are indifferent between

offering their cars in either market,

U^(*,y) = U*t(a,y) = -l (19)

must then additonally hold for all parallel (a, y)-segments in order to attract po-

tential buyers. The first equation implies

exp {-r [CNJN - cMJM (20)

a, y) - bM(a,

*™
Note that the second line on the LHS of (20) now contains the risk differential

induced by the information gap between potential buyers in the internet and the tra-

ditional classified ad market, respectively. It reflects the different efficient informa-

tion gathering activity levels in the two markets. The expected utility effect of in-

creasing bM{ot-,y) above zero in the conventional print media market implies that (20)

may be satisfied despite this information gap. In this case, let the equilibrium low-

est value of owner-determined quality traded in the conventional market be denoted

£>M(a, y) > 0. Note that the LHS is constant for all such parallel market segments

involving positive trade. This follows from the assumption of linear Bayesian learning

combined with constant unit information costs. Then, differentiating the RHS reveals

dB{a,y)/dbM(a,y) < 0.

Thus, as the information gap4 between potential buyers and current owners widens

- yielding dB(a, y)/I(a, y) < 0 as discussed above - the difference [B(a, y) — l>M(a, y)]

decreases. Yet, it cannot decrease beyond [B(a,y) — 6jvf(a,y)] = 0 - due to (8) and

(16). Otherwise all current owners would again move to only one market. Hence,

parallel market segments with positive trade must be associated with relatively low

values of I (a, y). The cars offered in such segments are characterized by relatively few

additional signals concerning their technical reliability in the owner's information set.

As more of such signals become available and known to current owners - thus, the

increase in I(a, y) widens the information gap between current owners and potential

buyers - [B(a, y) — 1)M(C\, y)] converges to zero. Even higher values of / (a , y) then imply

that such (a, y)-segments only exist in the internet market. Due to lower information

12
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costs, this market generally entails a smaller information gap between current owners
and potential buyers. As shown above, for extreme I(a, y)-values positive trade may
not be possible at all. Such segments cannot be found in either the internet or the
conventional print media market.

2.4 Parallel markets and testable hypotheses

Adverse selection equilibria exist due to the inobservability of quality signals in markets
for experience goods. This obviously implies that - despite the "lemon" model's fre-
quent inclusion in modern micro-economic textbooks - direct empirical tests can hardly
be conducted. It appears implausible that the researcher is able to collect quality sig-
nals which cannot be observed by the agents in the market. However, Bond (1982)
uses a maintenance cost survey on pick-up trucks which provides ex-post quality in-
formation. The study compares trucks bought new, respectively used by their current
owners and controls for quality differences which can be communicated between buyers
and sellers - hence, the ^-characteristics introduced above. Significant differences in the
probabilities to require major repairs cannot be confirmed. Thus, trade in used pick-up
trucks does not appear to induce an unobservable seller-contingent quality risk. The
fact that used pick-ups did require more maintenance on average is attributed to " sig-
nificantly higher lifetime mileage in each model year". This is seen to constitute "bad
news" for potential buyers. As noted above, mileage per year may not constitute a
monotone quality signal, however. Further, the analysis does not control for differences
in brands and accessory units. Also, the pick-ups in the sample are predominantly used
commercially. The respective buyers and sellers are therefore not typical agents in a
"lemon" market.

In contrast, the current empirical investigation uses data on traditional and e-
commerce trade in used "family" cars. The occurrence of equlibrium parallel trade -
in cars characterized by identical manufacturer specifications and advertised quality
information - then provides an indirect test of the adverse selection hypothesis. Note
that the equilibrium is in fact incentive-compatible. Obviously, the net rewards for
current owners are equalized. Thus, potential sellers of (a,f/)-cars randomly select
over the internet and the traditional classified ad market, if this segment exists in both
markets. At the same time, potential buyers are indifferent with regard to shopping
over all segments and markets. Hence, they also randomly select. Now, suppose that
the buyers' information gathering activities are less costly in the internet. Then, only
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if additional seller-contingent quality risk induces adverse selection, the internet will
not strictly dominate the traditional market-place. In equilibrium the relatively higher
costs of information gathering must be exactly compensated by less adverse selection in
the traditional market. Two different sources of inefficiency are thus necessary in order
to generate positive equilibrium trade in parallel market segments. In fact, this consti-
tutes a standard result of second-best analysis [Lipsey and Lancaster (1956)]. Although
the test of existing adverse selection is indirect, it necessarily only requires the assump-
tion of competitive equilibrium between e-commerce and traditional trade. Disputing
this assumption implies that parallel market places must reflect agent heterogeneity
with respect to individual market-entrance costs. Consequently, market-entry deci-
sions would be agent-specific and not contingent on advertised information signalling
the attrition-state of the car.

However, some segments may only exist in the market environment exhibiting lower
information gathering costs for potential buyers. Very old cars may be considered as
"oldtimers". These are highly valued by their individual owners and - if at all - sold
in specific markets. More commonly, however, cars age until they possess only "scrap
value". In part, the existence of scrap yards certainly reflects the elimination of trade
due to the-information gap between potential buyers and sellers with respect to tech-
nical quality risk. Consequently, all used cars which are not scrapped must be traded
in the market environment involving lower information gathering costs. The high in-
formation cost market will then lack some segments which - according the observable
signals (a, y) - imply low quality. Thus, the assertion that internet trade is associated
with lower information costs implies that such (a, y)-cars can be found in the internet,
while not being advertised in the conventional classified ad market. Comparing the
offer distributions between the two markets therefore allows to test the information
dominance assertion for electronic trade without referring to prices.

Despite lower search costs, additional mark-ups and risks associated with new in-
termediation services [OECD (1997, p. 9-10), Zerdick, et al. (1999, p. 149-154)]
and the necessity of intensified advertising in the pursuit of differentiation strategies
[OECD (1999, p. 73-75), Choi, et al. (1997, p. 346-367)] render price effects generally
ambiguous. Applied to the classified ad market for used cars these arguments appear
inadequate, however. First, the informational asymmetry is ultimately associated with
an individual seller's personal characteristics in a spot-market environment. Second,
the information communicated via classified ads is in fact identical in the two market-
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places. Hence, lower information costs must be associated with lower prices unless
consumers in the internet incur a smaller share of these costs. Yet, the e-commerce
literature unanimously agrees that consumer search activities in the internet are more
intense. Obviously, the development of "shopbots" and "chat groups" in which in-
dividual experiences can be communicated reflect an increased search activity level
of the internet consumer. Empirically, Hoque and Lohse (1999) further support this
assertion.

Obviously, the characteristic model properties mirror the arguments found in the
current descriptive literature on e-commerce. In particular, the model captures both
the effects of search cost dominance and of a more severe selection problem associated
with the new electronic marketplace. However, these views are not opposing - yielding
either optimistic or rather sceptical scenarios concerning the future development of
internet trade. In equilbrium both markets may co-exist. Such parallel markets can
even continue to exist, if potential buyers augment the signal vector communicated
in the traditional classified ad market by engaging in additional internet research.
Only if the distribution of information costs, the information gathering means, and the
respective activity levels are identically equal in both markets, trade must occur in a
single market - characterized by identical prices for all (a, y)-cars advertised.

3 An explorative empirical investigation

3.1 Data description

The empirical analysis focuses on internet and print media classified ads for Volkswagen
Rabbits series III and BMW series 3xx. This brand and type combination has been
chosen for two reasons. First, both vehicle types are very widespread in Germany.
This allows to collect a sufficient number of observations in both marketplaces. More
importantly, however, the general public as well as the automobile experts' interest in
both brand models can be assumed to be equally developed in Germany. Also, VW
and BMW representatives exist in virtually every German city. Second, the two model
types do not constitute close substitutes from the point of view of potential buyers.
BMWs rather appeal to auto-sports interested customers, while the VW Rabbit is a
typical economy car. Including the brand variable in the analysis can therefore provide
additional evidence with respect to model specification. The respective vectors of
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addtional signals - denoted z° in the analysis above - should possess approximately
equal cardinality. Hence, if agents randomly select over marketplaces, this variable
should not attain statistical significance in explaining differences in the probabilities of
being offered in a particular market. At the same time, brand name should prove to
exhibit price effects reflecting consumer preferences.

Obviously, observations cannot be drawn from a complete, or representative sample
of used cars traded in Germany. Moreover, the theoretical model rests on the existence
of unobserved selection in the offer distributions. Thus, standard techniques to control
for sample selection bias cannot be employed sensefully. It was therefore decided to
minimize this problem by clustering the data sources. The researchers defined a number
of regional and national newspapers to be searched for the respective classified ads.
Internet pages were selected randomly. Further, the data collection was confined to
classified ads which appeared in the second week of June 1999. Undergraduate students
then compiled complete sets of offer observations within these pre-specified media and
time-span. Nevertheless, the results reported in the following may still be subject to
sample selection bias. Rather than providing a representative analysis, the current
empirical investigation is therefore explorative in nature.

Following this procedure, the empirical investigation can be based on a total of 449
observations for the two brands. Among these, 271 have been derived from newspapers.
The data set contains 45 % BMW-observations in the traditional print media and 25
% respective internet entries. In the following regression analyses VW (BMW) then
attains the value 1 (0). In addition to brand name, model type, and the price requested,
the ads contain information concerning air conditioning, sun-roofs, air-bags for both
front passengers, size of engine in 1000 cm3, and horse power. Also, all ads named
the date of first licensing and provided information concerning the total kilometers
(km) driven. Kilometers per month have then been calculated as an additional quality
signal - completing the vector y as discussed above. Table 1 provides the list of available
advertisement information and the respective abbreviations used in the following. It
also reports some descriptive statistics.

3.2 Differences in the quality distributions

The assumption of internet dominance with respect to the information gathering costs
implies that - in competitive equilibrium - e-commerce trade occurs over all segments,
while the traditional market will lack some low-quality segments. The descriptive
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statistics of Table 1 already provide some first hints concerning such signal-contingent
market-entry decisions of sellers. Comparing internet and traditional marketplaces,
minimum ages and total kilometers appear to exhibit less pronounced differences than
the respective maximum values. Moreover, it is possible to perform t-tests on statisti-
cally significant differences in means, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests on median values,
and 3F-tests on variances for these three variables. For both total kilometers driven
and age all tests strongly confirm the existence of significant differences. The rejection
probabilities are below 0.001. Kernel-density estimations can further be employed in
order to visualize the differences in the distributions. Following Pagan and Ullah (1999,
p. 23-29), Epanechikov kernels have been calcuated for total kilometers and ages. The
graphical representations of the respective density estimations in Exhibits 1 and 2 then
illustrate the differences in the distributions of these two observable quality signals in
the two marketplaces.

Thus, on average e-commerce entails trade in older cars with more total kilometers
driven. Both clearly represent "bad news" for potential buyers. For obvious reasons,
such significant differences cannot be confirmed for kilometers per month. In fact, only
the respective 3F-test on variances attains a significance level of 0.06. However, as
discussed above, kilometers per month - utilized by Bond (1982) - may not constitute a
monotone quality signal. Also, the first five variables listed in Table 1 - associated with
the a-vector entries - can only imperfectly be associated with the occurrence of signal-
contingent market-entry decisions. The manufacturer's model specifications usually
preclude choices with respect to combinations of horse-power and engine size. Similarly,
in older models air-conditioning usually requires a larger engine size. Moreover, airbags
for both front passengers and air-conditioning have become standard in more recent
model years. Respective quality signals - applicable to older models only then - have
therefore be constructed by weighting these binary variables by age. These variables
enter the regression analysis carried out below. However, mean, median, and variance
tests on such combined variables cannot be interpreted sensefully and have therefore
been omitted.

Table 2a then reports the results of a Probit analysis estimating the probability of
observing an internet, rather than a newspaper classified ad for a particular used car.
The advertisement costs increase with more detailed descriptions of the car. Hence,
economic rationality implies that all information communicated via such ads should
enter the potential buyers' calculations of informative signals. Yet, from a research
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point of view it cannot be assessed how such calculations are carried out by the agents.
Hence, the regression equation reflects a naive approach. Basically, it includes all infor-
mation found in the classified ads. In only one respect, 'goodness-of-fit' considerations
have entered the model specification. As expected, age and total kilometers appear to
be very significant in determining the selection effect. Both variables are also highly
correlated. They enter the regression equation a second time when calculating kilome-
ters per month. Alternative regressions have then shown that additionally including
the square of age significantly improves the model's explanatory power.

Obviously, the Probit-analysis generally confirms the effects of quality-contingent
market-entry decisions as well. The advertisement information exhibits a statistically
significant impact on the probability of observing an internet offer. Also, all signs agree
with the expectations derived from the theoretical model and the respective stylized fact
discussion concerning e-commerce. Internet trade selects lower quality segments defined
by the advertised signals. Among these signals, only the air-condition variable remains
insignificant. As discussed above, the respective signalling effect may to a considerable
extent already be captured by engine size and brand name. Interestingly, brand name
itself- captured by the variable VW - does not exhibit a significant impact. As discussed
above, this should be expected, if the sets of available additional information for the
two car types possess identical cardinality. From a more practical point of view, it
indicates that the problem of selection bias introduced by the data collection process is
not severe. Table 2b also reports the results of two standard model specification tests
for Probit-regression analysis [Andrews (1988), Hosmer and Lemeshow (1989)]. Both
strongly confirm that the null-hypothesis of misspecification must be rejected.

3.3 E-commerce price effects

Obviously, the current investigation cannot be based on actual exchange prices. Thus,
the following discussion requires the assumption of sufficient correlation between adver-
tised and realized prices. Exhibit 3 then depicts Epanechikov kernel estimates for the
price densities. They visualize the existing differences in price dispersion between the
two marketplaces. Again, the mean value t-test, the Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test on
median values, and the 3F-test on variances confirm statistically significant differences.
The respective rejection probabilities are all below 0.001. Further, the price variable
has been inserted into Probit estimates concerning the probability to find a particular
offer in the internet. In this case, it attains very dominant explanatory power - to
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a considerable extent crowding out the effects associated with the quality variables
contained in Table 2a. However, given the results above, such estimates do not allow
plausible interpretations. The respective regressions have therefore been omitted.

From the point of view of empirical analysis, this poses a rather severe model specifi-
cation problem, however. Obviously, the agents utilize the same information in forming
their price expectations which also governs the selection of sellers over marketplaces.
Again, the particular functional form relating advertized signals to expectations is un-
known. Thus, Tables 3a-b and Table 4 report price estimates for the two marketplaces
separately and for the pooled data set. In each case the list of explanatory variables has
been chosen identically equal to the one included in the Probit analysis above. Clearly,
the OLS-regressions perform rather well. This highlights the problem of specifying a
price equation which at the same time appropriately adjusts for the seller selection
effect over the two marketplaces.

The model specification tests concerning the Probit-analysis have already confirmed
signal-contingent market-entry decisions. Thus, the OLS-approach of Table 4 must
obviously be rejected. Instead, the marketplace variable "internet" has to be instru-
mentalized. The respective two-stage least squares approach (Two-SLS) can then be
found in Table 5. The particular structural form of the equations has been chosen
rather naively again. Note that the "internet" variable is instrumentalized using the
functional relationship which has performed best in the Probit-analysis. The price
equation then includes the observable quality variables which possess statistical signif-
icance in the respective OLS-regressions. The only exception is [Age]2. Omitting this
variable from the price equation raises the model's explanatory power and, at the same
time, the significance level of the marketplace variable. Including the brand type and
the air-conditioning variables - which are insignificant in the Probit-analysis - in the
price equation has contributed to model performance in the same way.

It should be noted that comparisons of the R2 between OLS and Two-SLS regres-
sions are generally invalid. Yet, the results reported in Table 5 reveal that the Two-SLS
approach performs rather well. In particular, the significance level of the internet vari-
able increases. Given the distributional and Probit model specification tests above,
this constitutes a desirable feature of an appropriate price estimate. Moreover, instru-
mentalizing "internet" increases the respective coefficient rather drastically compared
to the OLS-approach of Table 4- Again, this is consistent with the expectation derived
from the theoretical model. It predicts that e-commerce should be associated with two
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separate price effects. First, the used cars traded electronically exhibit lower average
quality according to the advertised signals. Simultaneously, lower information costs
and a higher level of information gathering activities by potential buyers contributes
a second tendency towards lower prices. Thus, appropriately accounting for signal-
contingent market-entry decisions introduces a negative price-effect which adds to the
simultaneously existing quality-price relationship in the specific market.

However, the estimated DM 4,312 price differential between electronic and tra-
ditional classified ads then also reflects a combined price effect. Given the lack of
knowledge concerning the conditional quality expectations formed by potential buyers,
the two effects cannot be separated empirically. Nevertheless, comparing the coeffi-
cients of the internet variable in the OLS and the Two-SLS regressions suggests that
price differentials between the electronic and the traditional marketplace to a consider-
able extent reflect quality selection. This contrasts with previous studies emphasizing
the efficiency-enhancing virtue of internet trade.

3.4 Summary and conclusions

The emergence and rapid growth of e-commerce is commonly seen to reflect the advan-
tages of a dominant information environment. Hence, it potentially implies a substi-
tution of traditional marketplaces. Yet, if seller-contingent quality uncertainty induces
persistent adverse selection, a competitive equilibrium with parallel segments in both
electronic and traditional marketplaces arises. The migration of sellers induces more
adverse selection in internet trade which exactly compensates the lower costs of infor-
mation gathering activities. Market segments are defined conditional on quality signals
communicated via the product advertisements. Given that the information costs gen-
erally preclude positive trade in very low quality segments, some adjacent segments
further exist only in the internet. Accepting the assumption of competitive equilib-
rium, this allows for an indirect test of the adverse selection hypothesis. Market-entry
decisions must be contingent on the advertised information rather than reflecting a
distribution of agent-specific transaction costs.

The empirical investigation of German classified ads for used cars generally supports
this assertion. Although it lacks a representative data source, the analysis strongly
confirms the effects of signal-contigent market-entry decisions by potential sellers. This
follows from statistical tests on differences in the offer distributions as well as from the
subsequent Probit-regression and the respective model specification tests. These results
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then imply a Two-SLS approach for estimating the price equation. The estimated price
reduction of DM 4312 associated with internet trade warrants some qualifications,
however. First, it applies to the current sample only. Second, the estimate is based
on rather naive "goodness-of-fit" consideration, since the true functional form relating
advertised quality signals to expectations remains unkown. Finally, two price effects
which in theory contribute simultaneously cannot be separated empirically. On the one
hand, lower e-commerce prices signal a higher propensity of observing low-quality offers
conditional on the advertised information. At the same time, prices will additionally
be decreased due to lower search costs and a higher information gathering activity level
of internet buyers.

Hence, the study contributes to the debate on the future of e-commerce and tra-
ditional marketplaces. In particular, it has been shown that the two markets may
co-exist despite dominant search means available in the internet. Moreover, this con-
clusion does not require that e-commerce generally induces a more severe information
problem with respect to seller characteristics. A compensatory migration of potential
sellers between marketplaces suffices to support the equilibrium. The implications for
strategic market-entry decisions of firms are straightforward then. They particularly
apply to retailers, intermediaries, and providers of other services in which the buyers'
quality expectations appreciate product as well as seller characteristics. Entering the
electronic marketplace, firms face a more severe adverse selection problem. This par-
ticularly affects high-quality producers. These must therefore increase their efforts in
communicating reliable seller information to potential customers. Hence, a high-quality
producer-seller must balance the possible benefits of market extension by participating
in e-commerce against the higher communication costs necessitated by this market-
place. Some authors have suggested that network economies actually reinforce the
adverse selection problem. In this case, the current results clearly obtain even greater
significance.
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Exhibit 1: Kernel-Density estimation (Epanechnikov): Kilometers
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Exhibit 2: Kernel-Density estimation (Epanechnikov): Age
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Exhibit 3: Kernel-Density estimation (Epanechnikov): Prices
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Table 1: Descriptive sample statistics

Maxket-Place

Variable

Sun-roof

[SR]
Airbags

[AB]

Air-Condi-

tioning [AC]

Engine Size

[ENG]

Horse

Power [HP]

Months of

age [AGE]

Total Km

[KM]

Km per

month [MKM=

KM/AGE]

Price

[P]

Print Media

Mean

(Median)

.4269

(n.a.)

.32

(n.a.)

.32

(n.a.)

1.7

(1.6)

96

(101)

46.2

(42.0)

59,212

(56,000)

1,339

(1,225)

22,498

(20,500)

Maximum

(Minimum)

1

(0)

1

(0)

1

(0)

2.8

(1.4)

402

(60)

180.0

(1.0)

165,000

(100)

8,929

(100)

51,450

(1,500)

Internet

Mean

(Median)

.3321

(n.a.)

.39

(n.a.)

.24

(n.a.)

1.8

(1.8)

116

(112)

71.9

(61.5)

92,585

(85,500)

1,408

(1,290)

20,168

(18,500)

Maximum

(Minimum)

1

(0)

1

(0)

1

(0)

3.5

(1.4)

250

(60)

228.0

(6.0)

265,000

(200)

5,294

(25)

55,500

(700)
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Table 2a: Estimate of the probability to observe an internet offer

t

ML-Probit* -

Dependent

Variable:

Variable

AB*AGE

AC*AGE

SR

AGE

[AGE]2

ENG

VW

HP

KM

MKM

Internet

Offer =1

Internet:
Included:

168 observations
439

Print Media:
observations

271 observations

Coefficient Std. Error

- 0.018585 0.003939

-0.002019 0.003868

-0.411067 0.143809

0.032904 0.012077

-0.000235 8.35exp{-5}

1.348965 0.421945

0.085048 0.205292

-0.018009 0.005450

-1.76exp{-5} 4.64exp{-6}

0.000480 0.000192

z-Statistic

-4.717660

-0.521834

-2.858422

2.724577

-2.813589

3.197017

0.414278

-3.304663

-3.785512

2.506597

Prob.

0.0000

0.6018

0.0043

0.0064

0.0049

0.0014

0.6787

0.0010

0.0002

0.0122

Mean dependent var.: 0.615034
S.D. dependent var.: 0

S.E. of regression: 0.401390
Akaike info criterion: 1

Sum squared errors: 69.11794
Schwarz criterion: 1

Log likelihood: - 211.5610
Hannan-Quinn crit.: 1

Avg. log likelihood: - 0.481916

487142

009389

102430

046098

Notes: *) Convergence after 11 iterations; 9 observations excluded after adjusting end-

points; QML (Huber/White) standard errors and covariance.
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Table 2b: Specification tests for the Probit-model

1

2

3

,4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Andrews and

Quantile

Low

2exp{-ll}

0.1441

0.3586

0.4981

0.6149

0.6878

0.7566

0.8064

0.8552

0.9306

of Risk

High

0.1439

0.3585.

0.4949

0.6137

0.6870

0.7566

0.8064

0.8541

0.9291

1.000

Totals:

Hosmer-Lemshow

Dep.

Acual

41

30

31

20

14

11

13

5

3

1

169

=0

Expect.

40.7100

33.0669

25.0251

19.2257

15.4861

12.3953

9.54409

7.59613

4.81358

1.98693

169.850

Goodness-of-Fit Tests"1")

Dep.

Actual

2

14

13

24

30

33

31

39

41

43

270

=l

Expect.

2.29002

10.9331

18.9749

24.7743

28.5139

31.6047

34.4559

36.4039

39.1864

42.0131

269.150

Total

Obs.

43

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

44

439

H-L

Value

0.03880

1.14475

3.30791

0.05538

0.22006

0.21866

1.59801

1.07242

0.76723

0.51340

8.93663

H-L Statistic: 8.

Prob. * 2(8) :

9366 Andrews Statistic: 9.9223

0.3477 Prob. * 2(10): 0.4437

Note: + ) Groupings based on predicted risk.
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Table 3a: OLS-estimates of price function for the internet market

Variable

Constant

AB*AGE

AC*AGE

SR

AGE

[AGE]2

ENG

VW

HP

KM

MKM

Dependent variable

Coefficient

23814.42

-3.526029

21.87804

753.0791

-268.8464

0.606907

-71.15683

-2601.948

145.1551

-0.050649

-0.269319

Std. Error

2057.942

14.15479

12.55736

713.0661

40.08796

0.158323

208.8139

640.0716

16.20514

0.019263

0.783644

n
t-Statistic

11.57196

-0.249105

1.742248

1.056114

-6.706414

3.833341

-0.340767

-4.065090

8.957347

-2.629342

-0.343675

Prob.

0.0000

0.8035

0.0827

0.2919

0.0000

0.0002

0.7336 -

0.0001

0.0000

0.0091

0.7314

R 2 = 0.794067 Adj. R 2 = 0.786116 Prob(F-Stat.) = 0.000000

S.E. of regr.: 4099.308 Sum squ. res.: 4.35exp{9} F-stat.: 99.86886

Lg. likelih.: -2623.513 Durb.-Wats. stat.: 1.876771 Mean P: 22534.83

Akaike crit.: 19.51491 Schwarz crit.: 19.66151 S.D. P: 8863.821

Notes: *) Included observations 270 after adjusting for endpoints; White heteroskedasti-

city-consistent standard errors and covariances.
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Table 3b: OLS-estimates of price function for the traditional market

Dependent variable

Variable

Constant

AB*AGE

AC*AGE

SR

AGE

[AGE]2

ENG

VW

HP

KM

MKM

Coefficient

35412.04

-20.12771

-1.339782

686.0527

-377.6153

0.930644

1618.761

-5926.910

67.82212

-0.044161

0.100731

Std. Error

2382.879

16.28900

13.35693

642.4875

36.70719

0.142203

2319.928

1182.226

27.85429

0.013095

0.968089

t-Statistic

14.86103

-1.235663

-0,100306

1.067807

-10.28723

6.544469

0.697764

-5.013347

2.434889

-3.372344

0.104052

Prob.

0.0000

0.2184

0.9202

0.2872

0.0000

0.0000

0.4864

0.0000

0.0160

0.0009

0.9173

R2=0.918521 Adj. R 2 = 0.913364 Prob(F-Stat.)=0.000000

S.E. ofregr.: 3548.781 Sum squ. res.: 1.99exp{9} F-stat.: 178.1141

Lg. likelih.: -1615.580 Durb.-Wats. stat.: 1.595161 Mean P : 18678.63

Akaike crit.: 19.24947 Schwarz crit.: 19.45319 S.D. P: 12056.72

Notes: + ) Included observations 169 after adjusting for endpoints; White heteroskedasti-

city-consistent standard errors and covariances.
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Table 4: OLS-estimate of price function over both marketplaces

Variable

Constant

Internet

AB*AGE

AC*AGE

SR

AGE

[AGE]2

ENG

VW

HP

KM

MKM

Dependent variable

Coefficient

29189.98

-974.8213

-4.181966

4.443650

833.4337

-284.5998

0.563638

-192.9948

-3525.224

113.9753

-0.051004

-0.106827

Std. Error

1591.706

505.8215

10.60351

8.845336

499.2871

24.59286

0.090492.

381.6412

539.8254

10.51747

0.009799

0.529914

P*)
t-Statistic

18.33881

-1.927204

-0.394394

0.502370

1.669247

-11.572246

6.228581

-0.5005697

-6.530305

10.836676

-5.205274

-0.201592

Prob

0.0000

0.0546

0.6935

0.6157

0.0958

0.0000

0.0000

0.6133

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.8403

R 2 = 0.854069 Adj. R 2 = 0.850310 Prob(F-Stat.)=.000000

S.E. of regr.: 4012.144 Sum squ. res.: 6.87exp{9} F-stat.: 227.1862

Lg. likelih.: -4259.249 Durb.-Wats. stat.: 1.704487 Mean P : 21050.32

Akaike crit.: 19.45899 Schwarz crit.: 19.57064 S.D. P : 10370.03

*) Notes: Included observations 439; 9 observations excluded after adjusting endpoints;

White heteroskedasticity-consistent standard errors and covariances.
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Table 5: Two-stage least squares estimate of price function over both

marketplaces

Dependent variable P - Pooled data*)

Internet instrumentalized; instrument list identical to list of

dependent variables in Probit-regression of Table 2.

Variable

Constant

, Internet

HP

AGE

KM

VW

AC*AGE

Coefficient

31304.71

-4311.890

103.7359

-197.3381

-0.069708

-3886.391

-6.702464

Std. Error

2479.264

1714.403

11.38773

10.22197

0.007153

552.7171

11.47054

t-Statistic

12.62661

-2.476101

9.109446

-19.30529

-9.745772

-6.995244

-0.584320

Prob

0.0000

0.0137

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

0.5593

R2= 0.827716 Adj. R2= 0.825323 Prob(F-Stat.)=.000000

S.E. of regr.: 4334.090 Sum squ. res.: 8.11exp{9} F-stat.: 352.2315

Durb.-Wats. stat.: 1.622172 S.D. P: 10370.03 Mean P : 21050.32

*) Notes: Included observations 439; 9 observations excluded after adjusting endpoints.
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